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Anke Brouwers

If it Worked for Mary. . .
Mary Pickford’s Daily Talks with the Fans
AbstrAct: In the nineteenth century, advice literature (conduct, courtesy or etiquette books) was a

illustrate this advice. The popularity of the genre even pervaded the twentieth century phenomenon of

didactic intent: metaphors, anecdotes, and aporia are put in the familiar and reassuring voice of the
intimate friend mixed with the hortatory or inciting manner of the teacher. In terms of content there
and love of the home, self-government, religion, education, courtship etc. Working from this familiar
and effective literary tradition allowed Pickford to strengthen her star appeal and its consumption as
embodiment of American womanhood.

Do you remember how you longed to have a party dress and when the dream came true
and you were tricked out in ribbons and lace you decided you looked quite common-place and
not so ravishing as you had imagined? Perhaps that was because the girl who lived next door
came in an ever so much more elaborate gown—real lace and satin- and the dress you had
dreamed of and planned for all those years was overshadowed and looked quite uninteresting

1

column which appeared from 1915 until early 1917, is quite characteristic as far as style,
tone, and content are concerned. Although Pickford was obviously foremost an iconic
part of her star persona was sustained through textual rhetoric, adding to, amplifying or

1

1915 and early 1917. Where possible a complete date is given, otherwise I am only able to indicate the year of
private collection) included no reference for page numbers.
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published several articles and columns under her own name, directly speaking for the further
positioning of her public self. During the course of her career, she authored a wide variety
of texts, ranging from scripts, articles and columns to full-length books.2
inner world. Read closely (and repeatedly, as most of her true fans did), these texts offered a

fellow-feeling, the merits of frugality, the virtue of hard work and devotion, the importance
easy to see how the content of the advice was strongly informed by sentimental ideas and
ideals but close inspection will show that the whole practice of wrapping advice or etiquette
in pleasant forms of entertainment—such as anecdotes, short stories, and the epistolary

Pickford persona, in itself the result of a careful balancing act of modern and sentimental
suppositions and notions of ideal womanhood.
This paper will look at how these columns were constructed to strengthen the relationship

the application of nineteenth century discourses and rhetorical traditions (such as conduct
books, sentimental and Victorian literature) associated with predominantly female writers
and audiences. Finally, the familiar, intimate and entertaining forms of these literary models
facilitated another, additional effect (if not goal) of the columns: the effective dissemination
embodiment of American womanhood.
Funny Little Thoughts

to their idol with questions and concerns were promised an answer either in the column itself,

The Awakening
Getting
Even
May and December
features: A Girl of yesterday (Allan Dwan, 1915), Daddy-Long-Legs
Garrison’s Finish
(Arthur Rosson, 1923, starring her brother Jack). (Source Afi) She herself always claimed she also wrote Lena
and The Geese
2
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not exaggerating, she was at the same time underlining her sense of duty toward her fans.

advice, presenting a how-to on cooking, cleaning or grooming, but it also included moral or
personal advice, referring to the private sphere of character building or spiritual enlightenment.

and matters of the soul, had been mothers, doctors, educators, ministers or their wives, e.g.
those conventionally held in high esteem by society. The genre of prescriptive literature
had been booming business in the United States throughout the nineteenth century, but the
199

authors had never before been associated with any form of mass entertainment (Newton
covered subjects as varied and topical as education, frugality, emancipation, racial prejudice,
patriotism, domesticity, and the road to happiness. Pickford not only made it acceptable for
an actress to hold such a morally esteemed position, the columns were also instrumental
for her own personal image building, as they carefully narrated (introduced, repeated,
and respectable role model. During the mid-1910s, Pickford and her main rival, colleague and
business partner Charlie Chaplin, actively reshaped their public personae to appeal to more
inclusive audiences. Pickford worked to perfect her balancing act between her sentimentalpathetic and dramatic credentials and a more light-hearted and comic personality, an exercise
she undertook in both her writings and
Artcraft banner (a seal of quality especially created to handle to more prestigious product
ideas and traditional femininity with tomboyish charms and liberties (Salt 113; Brouwers 89-

question whether or not to cut off her blessed curls. When she retired from acting in the
early thirties, she picked up writing again more seriously, contributing articles on demand for
Liberty Magazine, Colliers, Christian Science Monitor.
In the early 1930s, she even published two short semi-philosophical tracts, titled Why Not Try
God (1934) and My Rendez-Vous With Life (1935), which we would now catalogue as self-help
The Demi-Widow. In 1938, she started another
column, this time for the New York Journal.
The Question of Voice

Coquette (Sam Taylor), in 1929, unless they had seen her perform on stage or

the mid-1910s; some of them give us a good idea of what Pickford, or at least her characters,
200

they often have an insouciant, know-it-all quality to them, with a touch of the vernacular.
As Judy Abbot in Daddy-Long-Legs
Amarilly of ClothesLine Alley
Heart of the Hills

has mastered her grammar and has learned to speak like a lady). These kind of lines made the
had to sound close to how the public had imagined them, but more importantly, they had
to sound. Despite the fact that she did not write this material herself and that she hired
different ghostwriters at different stages of her career, there is a striking continuity of tone
So although we know that Pickford did not write these texts herself, I shall treat them
authorship emerging from an expanded historical archive (including memoirs, cookbooks,

is not so surprising, as star personalities are typically the combination of those qualities that
(Basinger 161). As fans, we are quite eager to consolidate both, even if we do not actually

awareness of the discrepancy between star persona and personal biography and willingness to

of the early years when her star image was still forming, should be revealing. If we can be
sure of one thing, it is that they were thoroughly quality-checked, ensuring that no inferior
Pickford-related product would get out there and possibly harm her reputation or market

studio output in bulk) and the detrimental effects it could have on her career, then surely
201

she had to be concerned about the words that were supposedly issuing from her typewriter.3

matter:

constructed as a coherent narrative with dramatic arches and climaxes and moral lessons

her friend and employer, and, in the process, add certain elements to her star persona. To a

of the Pickford character.
Sound Advice from a Friend

some of the answers to readers is hard to assess, although Pickford occasionally does sound
somewhat curt and impatient—mostly in response to queries that display a high degree of
3
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ignorance, or a lack of decorum or tact which was still an issue in the early years of silent

actors happened gradually throughout the 1910s. Motion Picture Story (which had started out

late nineteenth-century belief that curiosity about personal affairs of others—even public

it was the amount of kind of information deemed appropriate to share with the audience
that changed. Images of actors (slides, postcards, calendars, posters) were in wide circulation

desire to come ever closer to these faces and people they were starting to feel increasingly
proximity in allowing them to share in her thoughts on a daily basis and thus encouraged this

immediately and with authority to possible unpleasant or dissident stories circulating about

it would perhaps be more accurate to say that some of her answers sound like the ennui
or slight annoyance of an otherwise patient teacher. For example, to one reader (who had
offers no further information. Another reader assuming Pickford was a little bit older than

start at the bottom and work yourself up. If you have ability and deserve success, you will

203

writing in about her freckled daughter wanting to go to drama school, fearing the freckles

An Old-fashioned Girl

An Old-fashioned Girl (1869)
Little Women
Jo’s Boys (1886) are
the rational (and quite pragmatic) but never stern or unfeeling voices of moral authority
in stories that were meant to present models for living right. As in the sentimental novel,

adolescent novels shared a connection with or indebtedness to the tradition of prescriptive
literature, a collective term for all literature intent to advise. Sentimental rhetoric reveals the
personally, from reading (Baym 16-17). Baym notes that the didactic intention always shines

personal trials and successes. Whatever the subject of the column, there is always a lesson

unlike the reader herself. The fact that the columns appeared in short, daily installments also
parallels the experience of sentimental and Victorian literature, which was likewise consumed
serially and counted on the pleasurable experience of accumulating knowledge and a growing
style of a particular authorial voice.
In her book-length study on conduct books, Sarah Newton subdivides the whole of
prescriptive literature into 1) advise literature (including cookbooks and domestic manuals),
2) books on etiquette and 3) conduct literature (providing models of how to be or live).

204

Letters to Young Ladies (1837), Letters to Mothers
The Girl’s Own Book
Trying to be
Useful (1855), a serial published in 1869 called The Lady’s Friend and published by Deacon and
Woman’s Worth and Worthlessness
were not ephemeral in their intentions.
guardian in prescriptive texts, often explicitly taking up the role as mentor without ever

literature, which suggests the tone of the personal friend, acquaintance or parent, who is
both likely and entitled to gently critique or advise on matters of conduct. Next to the
anecdote or allegory to style the message, all strategies common for prescriptive literature in

tone and use of the anecdotal form assumes that her readers are familiar with the type of

as enable a coalescence of female identity (Stacey).
important as what was being shared, and contemporary female stars have continued sharing

rely on traditional forms and formulas—letters, diaries, columns, and advice books. 4
The female fans addressed by these prescriptive texts did not only belong to a newly

In current celebrity self help and advice (in print or online) the form in which the advice is poured and
the rhetorical strategies applied have not changed all that much from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
Goop, has a modern carrier

4

social network applications such as Facebook and Twitter.
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the nineteenth century, who had been addressed similarly through explicit prescriptive texts

the personal tone and address of the texts increase the perceived intimacy, the idea that
life. The books or texts stress the commonality, not just among stars and fans, but among

moral and spiritual expertise is a marker of femininity. (A decidedly sentimental supposition
and a benchmark of nineteenth century feminine ideals.) Through the careful following of
(all of our lives) can be intimately shared, relived, owned. Additionally, the partakers or

interview. Pickford occasionally turns to lofty and traditionally trustworthy references such
Why Not Try God? and My
Rendez-Vous With Life) but ultimately the power and authority of her argumentation rests
with the sentimentally accepted validity of her personal experiences and affective judgments.

not uncommon.
Another strategy often employed in prescriptive literature as well as in sentimental
Pickford constantly compares the good girl with her bad sister, the right kind of behavior
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progressive cinema of the early 1910s, in which for example the good sister was paired and
contrasted with the bad sister (The Painted Lady
The Easiest Way
or similar moral dilemmas (e.g. The One is Business the Other Crime
Kleptomaniac
debauchery of the rich (A Corner in Wheat
Children Who Labor

The

Questions for Readers

conduct literature, is the fact that Pickford often addresses her audience directly through

month of the year and to each epoch of ones life belong separate memories and various

to listen to some one telling why he cannot accomplish his desires because his ideals are so

The column offered other perks: it shared actual, imitable advice on practical and spiritual
actors sharing tips, especially beauty secrets, with their fans was not a new phenomenon.
in the Chicago Tribune

Debauche has shown that, next to Pickford, silent movie actresses like Beverly Bayne, Anita

from 1913) had similar columns in newspapers or trade papers, although none reached an

Not only the female stars produced these kind of prescriptive texts. The market for the
columns aimed at for men (or at least a mixed audience). During the 1910s and early 1920s,
207

Douglas Fairbanks and Wallace Reid had pages in Photoplay in which they spoke to their
audience on matters of life; several movie stars also appeared as guest editors, contributing
articles on subjects they supposedly had something to say about (Valentino published on
How You Can Keep Fit
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Ladies Home Companion; he also had a
monthly column in Photoplay
including Live and Let Live (1917), Laugh and Live (1917) and Youth Points the Way (1924)—
were ghostwritten, in his case by his personal secretary Kenneth Davenport. These selfdynamic life, much like the one led by Fairbanks himself. The booklets were decorated with

columns and self-help books, started what would soon become a national trend (Barbas
Billie Burke, who played roles not unlike those of Pickford and who similarly balanced
the contrasts of ideal American girlhood, had already published columns on beauty and
opposites in a believable, wholesome whole: she represented youth and maturity, innocence
and knowingness, excellence and run of the mill-ness, exclusiveness and neighborliness.

(e.g. what colors to wear or use in home decoration) and quickly evolved into testimonial

Categories of Advice

advice, 2) personal and spiritual advice, 3) political and social causes, 4) public relations
(acknowledgment of fans, patriotic messages) and 5) veiled publicity (behind-the-scenes

Pickford instructs, sometimes a tad snootily, her reader on how to deal with a particular type
of situation, ranging from advice on how and on what to spend money, to beauty tips and
tips on etiquette.
In response to A.P.P., Pickford wrote:

to keep track of your engagements for each dance. It is customary for a young lady to permit
209

Pickford opens up about washing her hair
(Ladies’ Home Journal, 1919).
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letters of friendship should not be written on a typewriter, but it must have been some one

much cosmetics, because it merely made one look older and only rarely helped bring out

Pickford narrates how she learned to be responsible for her family from an early age on
(the story of her life she loved to repeat
left little time for dolls, my maternal instinct, denied a doll, a baby brother, or a baby sister
is that one can never be silly about money and that one is never too young to be responsible.

questions Pickford received ranged from the professional (where to submit a script or how to
become a movie star), to the silly (were her curls real? how did she wash them? what caused
them to shine as they did?), to the behavioral (how to respond in such and such an event.)
Pickford muses on happiness and how to achieve it. The trick is not to think happiness is
always ahead of you, to not lose yourself in fantasies of tomorrow. Dwelling on the past or
living for the future makes us forget that happiness is to be found in the here and now. In

The matter of controlling your temper can only be decided by yourself. If you have the
habit of losing your temper very readily you will have to strive unceasingly to overcome this,
amount of sleep for an adult.

fashioned values and beliefs, breaks down when she hears her mother and father have died
5

women. In general, what is stressed, are the similarities among women, the collective nature
of their experiences.
5

Her Awakening

1911).
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working woman works for the home, only she does it by joining the workforce. Pickford
desire to leave furnished rooms, boarding houses and hotels, and to ensconce themselves

a place to leave their children with someone who will look after them instead of having
makes the case for reading fairy tales to young children. She sees no harm in postponing

on the minds of children was the subject of various sociological and psychological studies in
the 1910s and 1920s.6 The fact that scholars of different disciplines paid so much attention
suggests a more popular concern as well. Perhaps Pickford felt the urge to address the matter
because in 1914 she had starred in a fairy-tale adaptation herself (Cinderella directed by James

(and as a result seemingly neglecting their children), because in many cases their husbands
could not get proper jobs. She asks her readers to consider how they are forced to leave their
children behind and face the racism of white people. In her attempt to be progressive and

endearing qualities—cheerfulness, the love of music and the ability to interpret it artistically in many
cases, loyalty in service—and that no human being can bear continued and unearned hatred or ridicule

Charlotte Buhler published Das Märchen und die Phantasie des Kindes
Sigmund Freud published The Interpretation of Dreams Die Traumdeutung
Märchenstoffe in Träumen

6

Das Motiv der Kästchenwahl
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Pickford was always careful not alienate part of her audience by making unpopular claims or
the professional homemaker whom she also advises to be truly professional in her domestic
always humiliates, she makes sure to add:

Women who feel that a career outside the home is what is best for them, should have this
Victorian domesticity and as embodiment of integrated modernity.

its unfailing support. This support manifested itself not only through buying tickets to

photographs, candied fruits, cough syrup, and in particular for the letters and souvenirs from

direct address soliciting more letters from her fans, she professes to rely to a great extent on
the ideas of her public. She writes:
As soon as we are ready to start, I will tell you all about our play, for if you follow the pages
of my diary, you will have to read often of the activity of my studio days. Do not forget you
have promised to write and to tell me the subjects you are interested in—it will be a great help

to scare away hopefuls who would give up everything to make it in the movies, and on the
other to highlight the professional and fundamentally ethical nature of the business. She
gently tries to dissuade those who think that, by doing as Pickford did, which they assume
stars themselves. Apparently, the letters of hopefuls came in such large numbers that in one

this category, she also talked about how to best submit scenarios and gave tips (via ghost-
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Certain favorable character traits or moral positions of past or upcoming movie characters
into character and addressed her fans as either Tess from Tess of the Storm Country
Porter, 1914) or from Hulda from Holland
to her screen characters was pure publicity, but it once again closed the gap between actress/

distinction herself, taking on the identity of one of the characters and speaking in the voice

picture we are working on is called, and, as you can guess, I stumble noisily through my part in

cleverly drew on familiar and effective literary models from the nineteenth (and early twentieth)
century, continuing a tradition of women writers whose literary legacy was connected to the

made this literary model and its effects comply with the commercial demands of a quickly
content, the almost whispered secrets and the presumed integrity of the advice all worked
between the star and her readers, even within widely disseminated, mass-produced and massinto an intimate public of consumers, there was a commercial advantage to this rhetoric
of intimacy and the encouragement of feminine solidarity. Fans themselves could also
and suggestions, their lives were likely to improve, a promise which again strengthened their
attachment and loyalty to the star.
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and encouraged the experience of a shared spiritual bonding, the experience of an almost
onwards, Pickford (in a curious oxymoron to her girl-next-door image) would frequently

was the crucial site where the more complex aspects of the Pickford persona—the balance

until the end of her career.

the Author:

cinema, and adaptation and intermediality.
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